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Memories. 

Memories are one of the most important things one can have as a human. It literally 

shapes your life from how you think to how you act. We have good memories like 

when you won the lacrosse championship and the after party after that is one of the 

best feelings you probably have at that moment in time. Yes, you can take a picture 

to remember it later, but that movement is so significant in your life that you’re 

probably going to remember it for years to come because of the joy and dopamine it 

gave you. Then there are not so good memories bad ones bad ones that bad ones bad 

ones bad ones that ruin your day bad ones that make you feel like the world is against 

you bad ones. 

 I have a girlfriend and she is one of no scratch that, is the most amazing, beautiful 

strongest and bravest woman I know. I'm not just saying that because all boyfriends 

always say that about their girlfriends, but my girlfriend is especially brave and 

strong. The things my girlfriend has gone through, I don't know if I could ever go 

through that and still smile like she does.  
 
My first meeting with my girlfriend was not some cliché like bumping into each 

other while she was holding bread while running late or her been a damsel in distress 

and --me saving her. Instead, it was plain and simple, we met on a dating app and hit 

it off. Our first date was nothing special, just a coffee date but... BUT that was the 

day that I knew I had to make her my wife as she was the most amazing person I 

have........ I have... I- I ever met. For- for a .... did I just forget.... my girlfriend 
Girlfriend I....... Have a girlfriend?  



 Mehm! Mmmmmm. Oh, sorry I was rumbling. Anyway, now you understand why 

you're here. Everybody's telling me "You don't have a girlfriend" but I do have a 

girlfriend I DO. I DO. I DO. And you I going to be proof that I am not crazy or 

insane or schizophrenic like the doctors want to believe. I actually do have a 

girlfriend, I do have a life after the accident, I am a sane person I-I am not insane. 

not insane I'm just normal I mean person and I had a girlfriend I had her I had – 

WHY DO'T ANYONE BELIEVE ME...... that I had - I'm not crazy I'm not crazy 

YOU think I'm crazy of course you don't I'm NOT crazy I have never been crazy...... 

I'm not schizophrenic there's no history in my family that would tell you that I'm 

schizophrenic. Doesn't it run in the family or something well nobody my family has 

it so that means that I'm not schizophrenic I'm just normal average person don't you 

understand me? PLEASE PLEase....... please. 
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